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Why we are insensitive to procedural
illegalities during Trials
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Only next to God
1. Courts are respected and obeyed only next
to God because there is sanctity attached to
every step of the judicial process.
2. It is unthinkable that there would be an
insensivities towards illegalities of
procedural steps during trials.
Questions are of life and death
3. For the undertrials, there is always a
question of life and death.
4. The insensivities towards illegal procedural
steps is infact insensivity towards
fundamental right of life.
Courts are open
5. Courts are open for everybody.
6. Everybody from the public as a right to be
present in court and to be a witness to the
trial procedures and proceedings.
7. Any illegalities, that way would be in the
presence of everybody present in the court.
8. To conduct trials with illegal procedural
steps, in the presence of everybody would
mean that the court and officers of the
court
including
presiding
officer,
prosecutor, defense counsel, in particular
are not only insensitive but are party to
illegalities and injustice.
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Can there be any excuse to continue illegal proceedings in routine?
6. There cannot be any justification for illegalities in trial proceedings. But,
illegalities are continuing.
7. Absolutely insensitive, illogical and unjustifiable excuses are attempted.
8. This decease of illegalities has reached a stage that only the mandatory
rule of having cameras in the courts appears to be the answer.

If there are cameras in the courts
9. If there are cameras in the courts, the nation would be knowing as that
Trials continue in the absence of the presiding officer, who many times
are just enjoying the leisure in the retiring room.
10.If there are cameras in the court, the trial would get exposed as to the way
the evidence is recorded.
11.If the cameras in the court, the trial would get exposed as to the way the
double records are to be prepared.
12.If there are cameras in the court, the trials would get exposed the way
statements of the accused are being recorded.
13.If there are cameras in the court the trial would be get exposed as to the
excuses and circumstances in which the adjournments are being allowed
and trials are being delayed
14.If there are cameras in the court many many others situations would get
focused.
Let us be sensitive
15.For God sake let us be sensitive.
16.For humanity sake, let us be sensitive.
17.For sanctity of the oath of office sake, let us be sensitive.
18.For justice sake, there cannot be any excuse not be sensitive.
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